Instructions Ant Farm Premium

Thank you for your purchase of the Ant's Kingdom Premium Series
A good choice!
Installation
Below we give you some advice for setting up your Premium Antfarm!
Have you ordered a colony and/or arena? Then we have supplied the connection material free
of charge.
Our advice is to always link your ant colony to the arena as shown above in the examples. The
ants can then get used to take away their trash to and get food from the Arena. You can set up
the Arena at your own discretion. Do not use too many natural materials to prevent molding.
Also feed the ants in the arena. If they don't use the arena at all (this is the case with small
colonies regularly), occasionally offer some food in the nest/testtube. Your ant colony then
probably moves to the plaster at a later stage (if the colony is large enough).
Patience
Growing a colony requires (much) patience. So keep in mind that it may take some time for
the ants to move. Think about it as in months and not days or weeks ... ;-)
Do the ants not move into the gypsum within a few days, then keep the nest tube well
protected (dark), for example with a cloth, a piece of cardboard such as our protective sleeve,
or the wooden test tube holders. If the colony is moved very quickly, do not disconnect the
nest/testube for a few weeks (minimal as this is a nice backup for the colony) and protect the
nest, for example with the red protective foil.
Humidity
The plaster is very easy to keep moist. You can spray water (or pour) over a side of the plaster
of the premium ants farm. You have to see that there draws moisture into the plaster. Make
sure that 1 or 2 rooms become slightly wet in this way and keep an eye on it every few days.
Another option is to put a wipe on the plaster and keep it moist. The moisture then drains into
the plaster. Keeping the plaster a little damp is only necessary if the colony is moved into the
plaster!
I wish you lots of fun (and patience) with this new hobby and if there are any questions,
Please feel free to contact me by email.
With kind regards,
JP Oudenampsen | Owner Ants Farm

